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You hold in your hands the most valuable and easy-to-use home medical reference ever published.Filled with advice on
evaluating your personal susceptibility and cutting your risks for numerous diseases, Symptoms is an indispensable
resource -- another best thing to presenting a doctor inside your home! In his battle, reassuring style.distress signals"
Rosenfeld tells you how to interpret your own body's warning symptoms, when to get medical treatment -- and when
you don't need to be concerned. Isadore Rosenfeld, a distinguished doctor and best-selling author, Symptoms is a total
guide to all the aches, pains, and physical " Dr. you many experience. Written by Dr.
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My son hates it I love this book, I had an eariler version but it was outdated and We misplaced it, therefore i wanted
another newer one. One Star Don't remember! My boy hated it because I take advantage of it to try and tell him why he
is having pain. He has already established pain for years and the publication says it really is his gallbladder, but he says
oh mom you as well as your medical books, make sure you I really like you but forget about medical advice. In case you
are not one of those folks that hate doctors and wish to know if an indicator you are having takes a doctor, after that
this reserve is for you. Check out your health problems I have used this book often to comprehend various physical
programs.. A great read for the youthful physician to learn to listen to sufferers. and great travel publication! Bought
this book many years ago And I'm happy to find it even now available since my old copy literally fell apart. This is such a
good book that I have bought and trained with away ... Again, a great guy and Doctor giving advice to individuals and
good philosophy on practicing medicine to youthful Doctors. It quiets the hypochondriacs and stimulates the "afraid to
see a doctor" bunch.. This is such a useful book that I've bought and given it away many times over. As for people that
hate doctors, like my child, and husband, you may use it to recommend them on what they need to do. Invaluable. It's
been an excellent source of information! Invaluable. An absolute must have for every home. It'll save money because you
will not be running to the doctor unless you should. Symptoms I purchased this book WELL Following the publish date,
however the wit and anecdotes of Dr Rosenfeld still arrive through loud and very clear. Great book . Even though it was
written years ago, it is normally still a reliable guide to understanding symptoms/ Great condtion, quick delivery Great
condtion, quick delivery.. They could not listen, but at least if indeed they die you won't feel guilty. It might not answer
all your concerns but it will answer alot. my tv doctor we view him every Sunday morning in Fox news and enjoy his
expertise, so we thought we'd like to have his book too. This book answers several questions about confusing health
concerns. Three Stars Good info, very much has been published in other books. An absolute must have for every home.
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